
Abstract— On-line analytical processing (olap) 

became one of the essential information processing 

technologies. Olap technology has been successfully 

used in different areas: retail, financial services, 

telecommunication, health care etc. Because of this 

security of data stored in data warehouses became 

one of the most important aspect of this technology, 

especially when we speaking about data privacy. In 

particular, olap databases are placed often in the 

untrusted clouds, so it is crucial to create techniques 

for evaluating widely used statistical functions (mean 

value, standard deviation, minimum, maximum, and 

so on) over the encrypted data. The challenge of 

maintaining confidentiality of stored and processed 

data in a remote database or cloud is quite necessary.   

For this purpose, we review and compare encryption 

schemes with special features (partly homomorphic, 

order-preserving, deterministic etc.) and suggest 

architecture of application for private olap over the 

encrypted database. Homomorphic encryption may 

solve the problem, because it allows to compute some 

functions over encrypted data without preliminary 

deciphering of data. Fully homomorphic encryption 

schemes have a number of limitations such as 

accumulation of noise and increase of ciphertext 

extension during performing operations, the range 

of operations is limited. We propose an overview of 

current Fully Homomorphic Encryption Schemes 

and analyze specific operations for databases which 

homomorphic cryptosystems allow to perform.  

INTRODUCTION: 

Currently, it is difficult to overestimate role of the 

information in the lifetime of the cutting-edge society. 

Informational technologies grew to become important 

phase in every area of human existence. Specified 

awareness is paid to data storage and processing 

technologies. Hundreds of thousands of the databases 

the world over furnish storage for the tremendous 

amount of knowledge. OLAP (online Analytical 

Processing) techniques are extremely fashionable in 

the discipline of data processing. Such techniques are 

utilized in exceptional areas such as sales, economic 

transactions, telecommunications, healthcare and 

many others. Over the final few years, this method was 

once widely used in significant areas of human 

existence. When you consider that of that, safety had 

a profound effect on OLAP methods development. 

Privacy of information, saved in knowledge 

warehouses, have a primary role to play in these 

technologies. Confidentiality of information saved in 

cloud offerings is distinctive acute in this day and age. 
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In this state of affairs Cloud Storage provider supplier 

always has access to the expertise, saved in its system. 

This leads to the need of researches within the subject 

of privacy-preserving on-line analytical information 

processing. Information encryption might be one of 

the approaches able to provide privacy and safety of 

the data stored in clouds. Unluckily, long-established 

encryption schemes cannot be used with on-line 

analytical processing technologies. Rationale of this 

comes from the fact that OLAP programs no longer 

only store information, but also observe some forms of 

mathematical operations to this information in the 

course of analytical methods. Centered on all the 

information stated earlier we concluded that specified 

scheme in a position to furnish protection and privacy 

of the data for the duration of on-line analytical 

processing will have to be developed. In order to reap 

our ambitions we used Homomorphic encryption 

schemes, which will be certain privacy of the data in 

circumstances of mathematical operations over cipher 

texts. In this paper, we review cryptographic schemes 

with certain homes corresponding to order-preserving 

encryption, Homomorphic encryption and so forth. 

These houses are required for encryption schemes over 

saved data to thoroughly aid online analytical 

processing technologies. Moreover, we advocate 

structure of our resolution, intended to ensure on-line 

analytical processing of privacy sensitive information. 

2. RELATED WORK 

This section mostly covers OLAP technology which is 

used to research tremendous amounts of information.  

 

Online Analytical Processing  

OLAP (on-line analytical processing) is the 

technology used for multidimensional evaluation of 

enormous amounts of knowledge. In unique, this 

technology can be used to interactively process and 

analyze multidimensional data from multiple 

perspectives. For illustration, you'll be able to use this 

technology to retailer and analyze healthcare data, 

predict diagnoses and create unique therapy for 

specific patients.  

Most important capabilities of this technique before 

relational databases is speed of large queries 

processing. Complex large multitable queries are 

generally used for the period of data analytic 

processing. In the case of relational databases, this 

leads us to the issues with performance of query 

processing. OLAP technology was once developed 

with these ideas in mind to negate performance issues 

for elaborate queries. Most important object of this 

technology is multidimensional cube also known as 

hypercube that represents as a multidimensional 

coordinate procedure. Dimensions are used as axes of 

this approach. Dimension is the hierarchic system 

contains attributes of the approach being analyzed. For 

illustration, sales business process can have such 

dimensions as data, goods, and metropolis and so 

forth. At the same time, information dimension can 

have such individuals as Quarter-Month-Week-Day, 

geared up in hierarchy. Measure is among the 

quantitative properties of the process being analyzed 

in OLAP process. Measures are stored within the 

nodes of the coordinate process represented with the 

aid of cube. Within the above example, sale amounts 

can be utilized as measures for quantitative properties 

of sales process. One more predominant part of the 

OLAP technology is aggregates. Aggregates is the 

pre-calculated analytical query, stored in information 

warehouse and founded on the source knowledge, 
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aggregated consequently to the got request. Thus, 

blend of each viable combination and source data can 

be used to process any query. However, simplest small 

quantity of determined aggregates is calculated during 

initialization of the approach, even as rest of the 

aggregates is being calculated on demand.  

There are three principal methods to store data and 

aggregates in OLAP techniques: 

 MOLAP (Multidimensional OLAP) – data and 

aggregates are fully saved in multidimensional 

database 

 ROLAP (Relational OLAP) – data and aggregates 

are stored in relational database of distinctive kind and 

are virtually interpreted as multidimensional database 

HOLAP (Hybrid OLAP) – data saved in relational 

database, however aggregates are saved in 

multidimensional database. 

 In this work, we will be able to use MOLAP as our 

primary method. Despite the fact that this strategy has 

large information overhead, it may well achieve good 

efficiency.  

Homomorphic Encryption  

Over the last few years value of encryption systems 

used to safeguard privacy of the information grew up. 

Enormous concentration used to be paid to detailed 

sort of encryption schemes known as Homomorphic 

schemes. These schemes have been developed to 

create probability of operation execution over 

encrypted texts. Most of the time one need to decrypt 

expertise with the intention to participate in some sorts 

of operations over this information. That implies that 

if one wants to perform operations over encrypted 

data, he's going to shrink safety of encrypted 

information. Absolutely this creates some restrictions 

for the techniques, in which these encryption schemes 

are used. Nowadays, scientists the world over 

developed enormous quantity of encryption schemes 

with Homomorphic properties. Essentially, the 

subsequent properties are required for Homomorphic 

schemes:  

1. Ek(A+B)=Ek(A)+Ek(B) 

2. Ek(A x B)=Ek(A) x Ek(B) 

Encryption schemes with these properties are referred 

to as Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) schemes 

and can be utilized to participate in operations over 

cipher texts with out decryption. This leads us to 

ability to store encrypted information on untrusted 

servers and perform algebraic operations over this data 

server side. 

3. FRAMEWORK 

Our solution can be represented as client-server 

software with moderate modifications and additions to 

the server.  

Proposed approach has next components:  

1. Client Application 

2. Proxy application  

3. OLAP server.  

Client application is used for user identification, 

authentication, key generation and plain queries 

processing. This software serves as a user interface to 

our resolution. All operations between user and 

OLAP-server are being processed in client application 

first. We need to authenticate user, receive expertise 

about user’s access rights, and receive user’s master 
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key information. After that, client application can 

process plain text user queries and send them to the 

proxy application.  

Proxy application mainly responsible for the 

modification of queries, acquired from client 

application. Principal reason of proxy application is to 

alter query according to the key information and entry 

rights of user passed from client application. 

Throughout the process of modification all public 

information contained in query is being encrypted 

founded on key scheme, used in our solution. 

Additionally, it is necessary to change algebraic 

operations utilized in query additional to public 

information encryption. Server operates with 

encrypted data therefore it must use Homomorphic 

equivalents of operations requested by user. For this 

we developed user-defined operation for OLAP-

server. These capabilities can be carried out over 

encrypted data in order to acquire functionality of 

operations requested through user in plain query. 

Proxy application interprets operations in plaintext 

query, received from client application into their 

respective User Defined function (UDF) counterparts. 

Moreover, this utility converts all dimensions from the 

plain query to their cipher texts. This is vital, given that 

cloud provider will have to no longer be capable to 

learn information about OLAP cube scheme through 

dimensions/dimension names, requested by user.  

In summary, plain query processing by means of proxy 

application looks as follows:  

1. Obtain plain query from client application 

2. Encrypt dimensions stored in query 

 3. Exchange dimensions with their respective cipher 

texts 

4. Replace measure values with their respective cipher 

texts 

5. Convert operations used in plain query into their 

UDF Homomorphic counterparts 

 6. Rewrite query utilizing cipher texts and UDFs 

 7. Send query to the OLAP server. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

OLAP (on-line analytical processing) is a multi 

dimensional array storage in which data can be store 

and that data can be process to search or to perform 

computation. In this paper, describing concept to 

secure user data storing in cloud server. There are 

many techniques available to encrypt data but that 

encryption will not allow performing computation. For 

example 

User heart disease data store on cloud at various time 

Time, data value, encrypted format    

1         110             213456 

2         80              3456 

3         56               89765 

Like this many records of heart rate store at cloud 

server in encrypted format, if user send request to 

cloud server to compute average of all above records 

then cloud will decrypt data and compute average and 

send to client. Here at cloud side data is getting 

decrypted which means data is expose to cloud server, 

so we need a technique which perform average 

computation directly on encrypted data and describing 

and implementing such technique called 
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Homomorphic encryption, which allow user to 

perform computation directly on encrypted data. 

Homomorphic code 

HomoEnc.KeyGeneration(); //key generation 

BigInteger first = new BigInteger("10"); //input value 

10 

BigInteger second = new BigInteger ("20");   //input 

value 20 

BigInteger enc1 = HomoEnc.Encryption (first); 

//encrypting 10 

BigInteger enc2 = HomoEnc.Encryption 

(second);//encrypting 20 

BigInteger homo = enc1.multiply 

(enc2).mod(HomoEnc.nsquare);//without decrypting 

performing computation 

HomoEnc.KeyGeneration (); //decryption keys 

BigInteger dec = HomoDec.Decryption (homo); 

//upon decrypting we will get value 30 

Above code we can see inside RequestHandler.java in 

OLAP Server folder and RequestHandler.java in 

Proxy folder. 

Proposed system  is describing three modules 

Client Application: Send input data and plain query to 

proxy application 

Proxy Application: This will accept request from 

client and convert input request to OLAP 

Homomorphic format and send to OLAP Server for 

storage. 

OLAP Server: This will accept request from Proxy and 

perform computation directly on encrypted data and 

send result back to proxy and then proxy sent to client. 

To design such concept, we  build three applications 

Client: This will generate 10 random heart rate value 

of patient and send to proxy and gave access to admin 

user who can view all patient records and get average 

heart rate from server. Admin has to login using 

‘admin’ and ‘admin’ as username and password. 

Proxy: Accept request from client and convert to 

OLAP with Homomorphic format and sent to OLAP 

Server 

OLAP Server: Accept input and store in OLAP 

multidimensional array. Upon requesting from admin 

to get record then this server compute average of all 

heart rate of patient directly on encrypted data and 

send to proxy then to client.  

First run ‘run.bat’ files from OLAP Server folder, 

Proxy server folder& client application folder to get 

below screen to get the below screens 
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Now click on ‘Generate Random Heart Rate’ button to 

generate 10 heart rate values randomly to get below 

screen 

 

Now click on ‘Send to Proxy’ button to send data to 

proxy and to OLAP Server enter patient id then after 

clicking on ok button, data will send to servers 

 

Now click on Data access button to get the below 

screen on that we enter the details & click on login 

button it display the login screen 

 

On that we enter the patient id & click on Get average 

data button  
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In above screen see selected row for average. 

In OLAP Server screen we can see all communication 

in encrypted format. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The foremost influence of this research is the 

construction of structure of privacy-preserving OLAP 

method. We can proceed to improve our solution in 

order to achieve all features required for OLAP 

processing of private information with access 

manipulate. Further study might be aimed for attribute 

entry manage to the encrypted information, stored in 

OLAP cubes. In order to fulfill all necessities, we want 

to develop information access protocols so that they 

can be in a position to make sure access to the 

expertise centered on the attributes of the user that 

requested data. 
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